WORLD EVENTS

- The Leaning Tower of Pisa in Italy reopened to the public in December.
- The Apple Computer Company released the iTunes program in January.
- The Russian space station Mir was de-orbited in March.

The World’s Population reaches 6.19 billion.

Robert J. Dolan named as the new dean of the University of Michigan Business School.

Kay Koplovitz, the CEO of Working Woman Network, received the Business School's 2001 Women in Leadership Award.

The Business School's Executive Education Center extended its global reach by presenting its first-ever executive-education program in the Middle East.

HOW MUCH DID IT COST?

- Monthly Rent: $715
- Gallon of Gas: $1.46
- A New Home: $136,150

FASHION TRENDS

- Super Bowl Dallas Cowboys
- NBA Chicago Bulls
- Golf US PGA Mark Brooks
- Trucker Hats, Especially Von Dutch Hats
- Jeans With Bedazzled Pockets
- Popcorn shirts

TOP GROSSING MOVIE

Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone

BILLBOARD TOP SONG

Hanging by a Moment

TOP RATING TV

Friends